"Russians" (Sting)
In ____________________________ there's a_____________ _____________ of hysteria
Conditioned to respond ____ all the_____________
In the rhetorical_________________ of _________ ________________
Mr. Krushchev said, "we will bury you"
I don't_______________ _____ this ________________________________
It would be such _________ ____ __________ ____________ to _______
If the Russians love their children _________
Find the words in the
__________ can I _______ my little ______________
song that mean:
From Oppenheimer's_________________ toy ?
There's no monopoly of _________________ sense
menace:
On _______________ side of the political _________________
barrière:
We __________ the__________biology _________ ___ ideology
menacer:
Believe me when I __________________________
I hope the Russians love their_______________________________
There is no historical ______________________________
To put the words in the__________________ of the President
There's__________________________________ a winnable war
It's a ______________ we don't believe ____________________
Mr. Reagan says, "we will ______________ you"
I don't______________________ this _______________________
Believe me when _______________________________
I hope the Russians love __________________________
We _______________ the same biology__________ ___ ideology
What________________________________ me and you
Is that the Russians love _____________________________

ce qui pourrait:
nous sauver:
quelque soit:
enterrer:
mensonge:
jouet:
partager:

"Teachers"
A Parody (with our heartfelt apologies to Sting whom we adore!)
In the Barbillon lecture hall
There's a growing feeling of hysteria
Conditioned to respond to a feat
All the tests were corrected by Mr. Nikolovski
Mr. Reydet said, "Work is good for you!"
I don't subscribe to this point of view
It would be such an ignorant thing to do
If the teachers love their students too

For us there is no precedent
Listen to the words of the CPPG President
"There's no such thing as an easy grade"
It's a thing we don't believe anymore
Mr. Ladet says, "Work is good for you!"
I don't subscribe to this point of view
Believe me when I say to you
I hope the teachers love their students too

How can I get a better mark
If I cannot do what the teacher likes ?
There's no monopoly of intelligence
On either side of the learning fence
We share the same biology, regardless of ideology
Believe me when I say to you
I hope the teachers love their students too

We share the same biology, regardless of ideology
Believe me when I say to you
I hope the teachers love their students too
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